Image Compression is solved by using Wavelet-Modified Single Layer Linear Forward Only Counter Propagation Network (MSLLFOCPN) technique. Form the wavelets it inherits the properties of localizing the global spatial and frequency correlation from wavelets. Function approximation and prediction are obtained from neural networks. As a result counter propagation network was considered for its superior performance and the research enable us to propose a new neural network architecture named single layer linear counter propagation network (SLLC). The combination of wavelet and SLLC network were tested on several benchmark images and the experimental results shows that an enhancement in picture quality, compression ratio and approximation or prediction comparable to existing and traditional neural networks.
INTRODUCTION
Modern application requires high volume of data to accommodate large number of images. Image compression represents the process of data reduction and at the same time retains image information. The key components to compress the data are specified channel bandwidths or storage requirements and maintaining the highest possible quality. So efficient data compression techniques save storage space and accelerate the transmission time.
Compression of digital images has been the focus of much recent research interest in today's rapidly changing world. It has basically two inherent benefits. First, it makes possible to use digital images in transmission and storage environment that would not support uncompressed raw images. For example, current Internet throughput rates are insufficient to handle uncompressed image in real time (even at small image size). Second, compression enables more efficient use of transmission and storage resources. If a high bit rate transmission channel is available, then it is more attractive proposition to send high resolution compressed image or multiple compressed images than to send a single, low resolution, uncompressed image. The requirement of enormous expenditure on bandwidth and/or storage necessitates the use of various compression schemes even with constant advances in storage and transmission capacity.
Digital Images contain huge amount of data. So to decrease the memory needed to store the image and to reduce the bandwidth44 requirement to transmit, it is essential to compress, it as efficiently. Image compression is the representation of an image in digital form with as few bits as possible while maintain an acceptable level of image quality. Many compression techniques have been already proposed in literature by several researchers, such as transform image coding, predicative image coding and vector quantization. Among these, simple and efficient way of performing image compression is transform image coding, particularly at low bit rates. For past several years JPEG (DCT based) image compression has been a standard choice. Wavelet transforms have become the most prevalent techniques among these transform image coding techniques, as they are localized in both image space and spectral frequency domains.
Artificial neural networks are popular and found its application in many fields, mainly in function approximation, due to their ability to approximate complicated nonlinear functions [9] . There are mainly three types of learning used in different application i.e., supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) along with the backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm can be categorized as a supervised neural network and most frequently used neural network in practical situations.
Counterpropagation neural network (CPN), a combination of supervised and unsupervised neural net, typically converges much more quickly than multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP NN). Hence, it can be used as an alternative to the MLP trained by BP. Many researchers have used correlation based techniques for training to forward-only counterpropagation network (FOCPN). In Modified FOCPN (MFOCPN) using different distance metrics for selection of winner among the hidden layer neurons and nonlinear learning rates for better performance of the network is proposed. Some recent papers show that the combination of neural network based approach and classical wavelet based approach leads to better compression ratio. A hybrid network is proposed which generates the codebook for wavelet coefficients, obtained from wavelet decomposition of an image. The author have not exploited the spatial and statistical properties of wavelet coefficients in wavelet domain across various levels of decomposition and the work was mainly motivated to find the interface between wavelet domain and competitive learning using neural network, like counterpropagation neural network.
Till date, numerous image compression techniques discovered are transform image coding, predicative image coding and vector quantization. Out of these, transform image coding is an efficient technique particularly at low bit rates. JPEG and DCT based image compression has been a standard of choice for decades. However, wavelet transform becomes the most prevalent technique, since they are localized in both spatial and frequency domain [1] . Artificial neural network architectures are used to study the performance in function approximation and prediction due to their ability to approximate complicated function [8] . From the experimental tests, it was found that counter propagation neural network produce more accurate and converges much more quickly than other networks [9, 1] . The correlation based techniques were used by many researchers for clustering which is limited to forward only counter propagation network. This has its own limitations, the techniques to overcome these limitations are discussed in [10, 1] . As a result more attention was focused on modification which enhances the performance of counter propagation network. Some recent papers shows that the combination of neural network and classical wavelet based approach leads to better compression ratio [7] . In this work we have integrated wavelet transform to MSLLFOCPN based image compression. Results obtained with proposed technique leads to better compression ratio at the same time preserving the image quality. This paper is organized as. Section III precisely deals about Wavelet and MSLLFOCPN. Section IV describes proposed methodology and its architecture. Section V tells about the simulation results and Section VI views our conclusion.
RELATED WORK
Grgic el al [7] .,describes about image compression using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and represents images as a sum of wavelet functions (wavelets) on different resolution levels. The basis for the wavelet transform can be composed of any function that satisfies requirements of multiresolution analysis. It means that there exists a large selection of wavelet families depending on the choice of wavelet function. The choice of wavelet family depends on the application. In image compression application this choice depends on image content. The author provides fundamentals of wavelet based image compression. The options for wavelet image representations are tested.
Woods et al,. [4] describes about the variations on BPN (backward propagation network) and CPN (counter propagation networks) have been presented. The BPN variations are a little quicker and the CPN variations are a little more accurate. The author suggests that these variations should be tested on some other more difficult problems. To this end, a fault-tolerant (in software) handwriting recognizer is being developed using these BPN and CPN variations, along with an adaptive resonance network. Preliminary results indicate that by using the author's equation with the BPN, a 20% decrease in learning time can be obtained, which represents a reduction from 30 to 24 hours for learning the alphabet.
Poggio el al,. presents a new learning algorithm for radial basis functions (RBF) neural network, based on robust statistics. The extention of the learning vector quantizer for second order statistics is one of the classical approaches in estimating the parameters of a RBF model. The author provides a comparative study for these two algorithms regarding their application in probability density function estimation. The theoretical bias in estimating one-dimensional Gaussian functions are derived.
Christipher el al,.describes characteristics of providing spatial and frequency information in the transform domain by wavelet transform, plays a crucial role in forming a significance map of coefficients that needs to be coded in the case of image compression. This paper presents a wavelet based image compression technique where transmission of spatial locations of wavelet decomposed lower subbands coefficients is eliminated. The spatial position information of significant coefficients of subbands of each level can be found by interpolation of higher level subbands to lower level at decoder side. This in turn, saves the data corresponding to positional information of significant coefficients, further giving an opportunity to enhance image quality at same compression level by including additional wavelet coefficients. The simulation results show that the combination of interpolation and vector quantization (VQ) using neural networks performs better than baseline JPEG.
Deepak et al,. proposes a modified forward-only counter propagation neural network (MFO-CPN) for color image compression is proposed. It uses several higher-order distance measures for calculating winning node. It also incorporates nonlinear adjustment of learning rates in both the layers. Results with these distance functions are compared. Proposed modifications leads to improvement in the image quality and faster convergence of network.
WAVELET TRANSFORMS AND MSLLFOCPN 3.1 Wavelet transforms
Wavelet transform (WT) of an image represents image as a sum of wavelets on multi-resolution levels. Multi-resolution analysis is implemented via high-pass filters (wavelets) and low-pass filters (scaling functions).
In wavelet transform any one-dimensional function is transformed into a two-dimensional space, where it is approximated by coefficients that depend on time (determined by the translation parameter) and on scale, (determined by the dilation parameter). The zoom phenomena of the WT offer higher temporal localization for high frequencies while offering good frequency resolution for low frequencies. Hence, the wavelet transform is well suited to image compression.
MSLLFOCPN
The original forward-only counter propagation network shown in fig.1 has only one output unit per each output element. So the cluster has only one average value that represents the average of the correct output value y associated with the input vector value x that cause the cluster to win the competition. This will limit the net capabilities to produce specific output values instead of approximating a function that interacts with the input vectors to determine the output values. The objective of the net is to approximate a continuous function that maps a subset of n-dimensional Euclidean space into the real numbers. Vector functions can be handled by creating one network per output coordinate.
Fig.1 The Forword Only Counter propagation network
The modification to the original counter propagation network was accomplished by constructing a network for each cluster. Each cluster's network will approximate a supervised learning. As first step, the constructed network will be multi-layered network with two hidden layers network with two hidden layers since cybenko showed that two hidden layers network with continuous sigmoid non linearity can approximate any continuous function arbitrarily well on a compact set. The resulting modified counter propagation network is shown in fig.2 . Figure 3 shows the structure of the two hidden layered networks referred to in fig 2. As a further refinement, the two hidden layers of the network of 
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this paper the use of MSLLFOCPN networks is explored to predict wavelet coefficients for image compression. In this method, we integrate the classical wavelet based method with MSLLFOCPN. Instead of passing whole pixel values of image we pass the significant wavelet coefficients obtained after applying wavelet transform to image. This provides better compression because at one stage compression is achieved by wavelet transform and in next stage compression is done by MSLLFOCPN. Both figures are shown in fig 5 & 6 . Wavelet based compression systems are shown in figure 5 . The wavelet coefficients are quantized and are encoded without loss by entropy encoder box, which usually has contextual information. Higher amounts of compression are obtained by increasing the quantization step sizes and by making better prediction for the ranges of quantized values via appropriate contexts and data structures. To achieve better compression MSLLFOCPN is used after wavelet transform block shown in figure 6 . The MSLLFOCPN is used for predicting wavelet coefficients and training is done for each wavelet level and subband which is obtained after applying the threshold. Applying threshold is beneficial, that lower sub bands of wavelet has significant information and we only need to learn these important information. Figure 7 shows typical wavelet subband decomposition. The notation L and H stand respectively for lowpass and highpass filtering. The LL wavelet themselves act as smooth predictors and LH, HL and HH coefficients are the residuals computed from these predictors. The MSLLFOCPN basically works as the function approximation and predicts the useful coefficients.
It requires less number of clusters to hold these values and we can store all the useful wavelet coefficients in these cluster indices and grossberg layer weights. Instead of sending whole wavelet coefficients we now send the cluster indices and grossberg layer weights which require less number of bits and we can achieve higher compression ratio. The algorithm used for training of network and Euclidean distance function to find out the winner is presented in figure 8 . 
Phase One { Kohonen Layer}
Step 0: Initialize the clusters weight vectors and the learning rate.
Step 1: Repeat from step 2-7 until the weight vectors converge.
Step 2: for each training input vector do steps 3-5.
Step 3: Set the input layer activation's to vector x.
Step 4: Find winning cluster unit using distance measure; call its index j.
Step 5: Update weight vector vj of unit j using: Vij(new) = Vij (old) + a(xi.Vij(old) 1=1,2,..,n)
Step 6: Reduce learning rate a.
Phase Two { Single Layer Linear Network}
Step 0: For each single layer linear net of a cluster do.
Step 1: Intialize weight vector w(randomly) and the learning rate a.
Step 2: set E=0 and K=0 (k is a counter for the number of associative examples to the current clusters net)
Step 3: k = k + 1 Step 4: if k<m then go to 3
Step 5: if E > E0 then go to 2 where E : the absolute error of current cluster E0: the previous absolute error of the current cluster. Wj:the jth weight of the processing element. y': the actual output of the cluster. y: the desired output X: the input vector. a: the learning rate M: the number of associated examples with the current cluster net. According to the experimental results, the proposed technique outperformed the existing wavelet based image compression. It can be inferred from experimental results as shown in Table  2 that the higher order distance particularly performed well and results higher compression ratio. Besides higher compression ratio it also preserves the quality of the image, as it considers the standard deviation of the inputs to the network and clusters them with more accuracy. It can be concluded that the integration of classical with soft computing based image compression methods enables a new way for achieving higher compression ratio.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON

